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Abstract 
 
The numbers of functions controlled by the driver have increased in the past few years 
as a consequence of the increased technology in the cars. These functions have to be 
controlled simultaneously as the vehicle is driven.  
 
The driver has to dispose the time between the primary task, driving the vehicle in a 
safe manner, and secondary tasks, e.g. changing radio stations or raising the 
temperature. The result is an increased mental workload and the human only has 
limited resources and an increased workload will reduce safety. 
 
The question we asked ourselves was “How can we increase the number of controls on 
the steering wheel whilst enhancing performance and without compromising safety and 
ergonomics?” 
 
Through research, benchmarking, a function survey and placement evaluations, many 
concepts evolved into a final concept. A prototype was built for visualization and 
testing and finally an expert evaluation validated the results. 
 
The evaluation results showed enhancements on the driver’s mental, physical and visual 
workloads.  This means that it is possible to increase the number of controls on the 
steering wheel if the design and layout of the controls are done in a proper way. 
 
The groups are placed in different layers with the climate and communication groups 
on the spokes, the audio group on a lowered level and the cruise groups placed 3 cm 
behind the rim. The groups are separated by form and by the use of different types of 
controls, which also makes it possible to use all fingers. The logical internal grouping 
makes it easy to use and understand the functions. Finally feedback is provided through 
different channels. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The number of functions controlled by the driver has increased in the past few years as 
a consequence of the increased technology in the cars. These functions have to be 
controlled simultaneously as the vehicle is driven. The driver has to dispose the time 
between the primary task, driving the vehicle in a safe manner, and secondary tasks e.g. 
change radio station or raise the temperature. This leads to an increased mental 
workload and the human only has limited resources and an increased workload will 
reduce safety. 
 
Taken this into consideration the demands on the designer increase. The controls and 
systems need to be well designed according to shape and user interaction to provide the 
least possible workload on the driver.  

1.2 Purpose 
How can we increase the number of controls on the steering wheel whilst enhancing 
performance and without compromising safety and ergonomics? 

1.3 Aim 
With the knowledge and technology of today the task is to evaluate the controls on the 
steering wheel and the stalk modules according to shape, functions, placement and user 
interaction. 
 
The aim is to increase the number of functions controlled from the steering wheel 
without increasing the driver’s physical, visual and mental workload, and thus 
contribute to safety. 
 
The results will be visualized as a prototype used for testing and validation compared to 
the steering wheel used in today’s Volvo cars.  

1.4 Delimitations 
The project starts out from the steering wheels of today. The primary part of the 
project is to focus on designing the controls, the driver’s workloads and the usability. 
Therefore less time will be spent on aspects regarding construction, production, costs, 
material, passive safety and environment. 

1.5 Volvo 
The brand Volvo was founded in 1927 when Assar Gabrielsson and Gustaf Larsson 
designed and manufactured the first ever Volvo car. They strived to design it with the 
human being in center. This vision has evolved into Volvos core values today: safety, 
environment and quality. Volvo's vision is to be the worlds most wanted and most 
successful high-class car brand. Their mission is to create the safest and most exciting 
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car experience for modern families. This mission contains the essence of Volvos 
historical heritage "Volvo for life".  To increase safety Volvo wants the driver to “keep 
hands on wheel, eyes on road and mind on traffic”.  

1.6 Functions on today’s steering wheel 
The steering wheel that the project starts out from is the one used in Volvo S40, V50 
and C70, named as the regular steering wheel later on in this thesis.  
 
Steering wheel (left) Steering wheel (right) Stalk modules 

Cruise group 
Cruise on/off 
Speed +/- 
Loop/Reset 
 

Audio group 
Volume +/- 
Seek/Tracks |<    >| 
Phone group (optional) 
Call/Answer 
Hang up 
Call List 
Navigation 
Enter 
Back 
4-way joy-stick 
 

Left 
Headlights 
Turn signals 
Read (information) 
 
Right 
Windshield wipers 
 
 

Table 1. Functions on today’s steering wheel 

 

Figure 1. Today’s steering wheel 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Human factors 

2.1.1 Usability 
The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve 
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context 
of use (ISO 9241-11). 

 
According to Norman (2004) behavioral design is all about use and four components 
matters: function, understandability, usability and physical feel. The very first behavioral 
test a product must pass is whether it fulfills needs. If you can’t understand a product 
you can’t use it, at least not very well. 
 
The best way to discover the needs is through observations when the product is being 
used naturally. When there is a lack of understanding negative emotions kick in and 
people feel frustrated and out of control. The critical test of a product is usage and all 
that matters is how well the product performs, how comfortable the person using it 
feels with the operation.  

2.1.2 Mental workload 
Kroemer (1994) defines the workload as the portion of resource spent in performing a 
given task, therefore one should avoid any condition in which more is demanded from 
the operator than can be given, because the task performance will not be optimal and 
the operator is likely to suffer, physically or psychologically, from the overload. 
 
According to Wickens (2002) the driver has a limited but variable attention resource 
and physical capacity, which can be distributed dynamically by the driver between 
tasks. The resources activated are affected by the driver’s capabilities, motivation, 
strategies, mood and state. Lack of attention on the road and distraction are both major 
contributing factors in many road accidents. The lack of attention and distraction are 
not only due to the driver looking somewhere else but also the driver’s mind being on 
something else. 
 
The driver’s primary task is driving the car but the driver is also exposed to different 
secondary tasks. The European statement of principles (2005) defines the different tasks 
as following: 
 

1) The task of driving (control the vehicle, participate in traffic flow and 
reaching a destination) has an associated attentional demand which vary with 
the driving situation. 

2) The task of interacting with system displays and controls. The attentional 
demand of this task will also vary as the system is used. 

(European statement of principles, 2005) 
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The nature of the tasks can also vary in manual and visual attention. Karowski (1993) 
defines five different categories: 
 

• Entirely manual tasks can be performed without any visual attention, at least 
after a learning period, e.g. shift gears, turning lights, horn. 

• Mostly manual tasks only need visual attention to locate the controls. 
Auditory or tactile feedback is therefore needed, e.g. volume or fan. 

• Entirely visual tasks characterizes of collecting information, e.g. speedometer 
or time. 

• Mostly visual tasks need manual operations to get the information but visual 
attention to understand it, e.g. information from a menu. 

• Manual and visual tasks demands an interaction of both visual and manual 
resources, e.g. rear mirrors settings or cell phone usage. 

(Karowski, 1993) 
 
According to Bylund & Rosén (2002) the required time for a certain task depends 
partly on experience but placement, grouping and the design of controls and displays 
have big influences. The driver tends to read downwards and the down vision and 
accommodation can be controlled through placement. The time to localize a control 
can be reduced if the controls are well grouped. If a control is well designed a task can 
change from a mostly manual task to an entirely manual task.  
 
Increases of workload don’t inherently have bad consequences. In many environments, 
it’s the low levels of workload that, together with boredom, fatigue or sleep loss, can 
have negative implications for human performance (Wickens, 2002). On the other 
hand high levels of mental workload can cause stress and occurrence of errors. In both 
cases this is one of many factors where other factors such as sleep loss, noise, and 
anxiety are a few to be named.  

2.1.3 Feedback 
According to Norman (2002) each action through feedback is associated with an 
immediate and obvious effect. Information is returned to the user about what action has 
been done and what result has been accomplished.  

2.1.3.1 Visual sense 
The human being relies on the visual sense more than any other sense. The phenomena 
is called visual dominance and an example is when someone sits on a train and sees 
another train move but assume it’s the own train that moves even though no other 
impressions are experienced. Colors, movement and placement provide information 
when the user searches the surroundings. The possibility of focal and ambient visions 
makes it possible for the driver to read a traffic sign and still have eyes on road. 

2.1.3.2 Auditory sense 
Our hearing sense lacks focus and sound can thereby be registered from all directions. 
This decreases the need of searching the surroundings. Auditory impressions are 
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momentary. These qualities make it easy to identify different voices but can also lead to 
sounds being masked by other sounds. Another great quality is that sounds most often 
catch people’s attention. (Bylund & Rosén, 2002) 

2.1.3.3 Sense of feeling 
The reaction time from the sense of feeling is longer than from the visual or auditory 
sense. According to Dukic (2005) the sense of feeling doesn’t reduce when people gets 
older, a great quality compared to the visual or auditive sense. 
 
Through the kinesthetic sense the human being can perceive the body parts movement, 
place and weight. In a vehicle the pedals placement when accelerating is an example of 
kinesthetic feedback. 
 
The tactile sense is related to the sense of surface structure or vibration by touching. 
Tactile feedback can separate e.g. rough from smooth, hard from soft or vibrating from 
still. 
 
The haptic sense makes it possible to identify and recognize shapes. Haptic feedback 
helps us separate round from square, big from little or tall from short.  
 
Usually all senses of feeling are activated at the same time and haptic, tactile and 
kinesthetic impressions form one impression. Depending on the type of action the 
recourses between the senses vary and the perception can be reduced or enhanced. An 
example is when the hand is moved quickly. The tactile and haptic perception is less 
prioritized and the kinesthetic perception is more prioritized to be able register the 
quick movement and forming an impression.  

2.1.4 Divided attention between channels  
According to Wickens (2002) parallel inputs are often confronting the user between 
channels of one or many senses, for example looking on a map and hearing a truck 
horn. There are advantages to use multiple channels. Redundantly coding a target 
between channels speeds processing, e.g. visual warning is coupled with a beep.  
Dividing attention between channels of different senses may be better than channels 
within the same sense. 
 
It is apparent that we can sometimes divide attention between the eye and ear better 
than between two auditory channels or two visual channels. Two competing visual 
channels, if they are far enough apart, will require visual scanning between them. If too 
close together they may impose confusion and masking, just as two auditory messages 
may mask one another. Simultaneous auditory messages are difficult enough to process 
that an advantage can usually be gained by displaying one of them visually. 
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2.2 Perception 
Human constantly receive sensations from the environment and these sensations need 
to be recognized, organized and interpreted. All these cognitive processes are together 
called perception. 

2.2.1 Mapping 
Mapping is a technical term meaning the relationship between two things. Consider the 
mapping relationships involved in steering a car. To turn the car to the right, one turns 
the steering wheel clockwise and the top moves to the right. Natural mapping leads to 
immediate understanding e.g. to move an object up move the control up, to control an 
array of lights arrange the controls in the same pattern as the lights (Norman, 2002). 
Another good example is the seat setting control designed as a seat with direct analogy 
between the movement of the control and the seat settings. 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Mapping used in a seat setting control, Mercedes-Benz. 
 
Mapping is motivated by two factors when designing controls or displays. The first 
factor is less learning time. The second factor is when an emergency or stress-situation 
occurs and the user is more inclined for errors or with reduced performance.  

2.2.2 Gestalt factors  
According to Monö (1977) the gestalt factors are useful for understanding how humans 
perceive and simplify objects. A couple of these factors are listed below.  
 
 
The proximity factor 
 
The proximity factor helps us to create gestalts when we 
group things. A control panel is clearer when the controls 
are grouped according to function for example. 
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The similarity factor 
 
On a control panel with buttons for example, different 
types of function or different fields of operation can stand 
out clearly as a result of differences in marking, 
irrespective of their location.  

 
 
 

The area factor 
 
Irrespective of whether the area is dark or light, it is the 
smaller area we see most easily. This is why we see the 
Swedish flag as a yellow cross on a blue background rather 
than as four blue rectangles on a yellow background.  

  
 
 
 

The symmetry factor 
 
The lines in the middle, which are grouped symmetrically 
in relation to an axis, are seen as a whole. 
 

 
 

Figures 3-6. Gestalt factors with explaining text according to Monö (1997)  

2.2.3 Symbols 
Symbols or icons as they are also named are used by two main reasons. The first factor 
is that the symbols are used as a metaphor to guide the user to understand the system. 
The second factor is that the system itself can be simplified. Symbols need to be clear 
and easy to understand (Danielsson, 2001). 

2.2.4 Text 
Lowercase letters contain more variety in letter shape and there is more variety in word 
shape. According to Wickens (2002) text in mixed case is easier to read than in all 
capitals, however, the superiority of lowercase over uppercase letters appears to hold 
only for printed sentences. For the recognition of isolated words, the words appear to 
be better processed in capitals than in lowercase. This means that capital letters could be 
used in display labeling where only one or two words are required, but lowercase in 
longer segments or sentences. Finally it is better to use words than abbreviations or 
acronyms, except when there is a lack of space (Wickens, 2002).  
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2.3 Visual demands  
The main sense for gathering information is our vision hence most of the driver’s 
decisions are based on visual information. Therefore, visibility is an important factor 
when designing a car cockpit. It is important for car designers to create an environment 
that maximize the time when the driver pay attention to the road, which is crucial for a 
safe control of the car. The designer must at the same time try to minimize visual 
attention needed for conducting secondary tasks inside the car. Many studies indicate 
that additional secondary tasks inside the cockpit will result in an increased mental and 
visual workload (Dukic, 2005). 
 
According to Dukic (2005) previous research has shown that drivers develop a visual 
time-sharing strategy between the primary task and the secondary task. The sharing 
strategy can be described in term of the number of glances within the car interior and 
the road, during performance of the secondary task. A single glance within the interior 
is on average not longer than 1.6 seconds. Glances longer than 2.0 seconds are judged 
as a risk (Dukic, 2005). 
 
According to the European Statement of principles (2005) visual displays should be 
positioned as close as possible to the driver’s line of sight. “The driver should pay 
attention to the road during driving, therefore should visual displays be positioned close 
to the line of sight to reduce the total eyes-off-road time”(European Statement of 
principles, 2005). The further away from the driver’s normal line of sight the display is 
positioned, the more difficult it is to find information. It is recommended that the most 
important or safety critical information should be presented as closed to the normal line 
of sight as possible (Dukic, 2005). 
 

2.3.1 The visual field 
The visual field is the area that can be seen by both fixated eyes. Each eye can see a bit 
over 90 degrees to the sides. Upwards the visual field extends to about 55 degrees and 
the downward vision is about 70 degrees, see figure 7. But if the head is moved in 
addition to the eyeballs, nearly everything in the environment can be seen. (Kroemer, 
1994) 
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Figure 7. The visual field 
 
The eyes accommodation is the change of focusing on targets at various distances. 
According to Kroemer (1994) a young person can focus at a distance of about 10 cm, 
this distance changes to about 20 cm at age 40 and to about 100 cm at age 60. The 
accommodation capability of the eye decreases with age, because the eye lens becomes 
stiffer. 

2.4 Physical demands  
The driver should be able to keep at least one hand on the steering wheel while 
interacting with secondary tasks. There are driving situations, which require the driver 
to have precise control of the vehicle’s steering, and this can be achieved most 
effectively with both hands on the steering wheel. For other driving situations, one 
hand on the steering wheel is acceptable as long as the other hand is immediately 
available for steering if circumstances demand it. Therefore cell phone devices are not 
recommendable to use while driving (European statement of principles, 2005). 
 
The placements of steering wheel controls are based on the maximum grip and reach 
area for the 5th-95th-percentile user (Volvo recommendation, 2005). To achieve a safe 
and comfortable steering wheel grip the dimensions should be based on the 5th 
percentile max grip (Ford recommendation, 2005). 

2.4.1 Placement of controls 
Controls located on the steering wheel that are intended to be reached and operated 
with the thumbs while fingers remain on the steering wheel rim shall be located at an 
area placed 50- 105 mm from the outer steering wheel rim surface, see figure 8, (Ford 
recommendation, 2005). 
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Figure 8. Clearance for switches on the steering wheel (Ford recommendation, 2005) 

 
Controls that tilt with the steering wheel and are intended to be reached and operated 
with fingers while thumbs remain on the steering wheel shall be located at least 30 mm 
from the steering wheel rim, but at a maximum distance of 110 mm. 
 
 

B

Rim thickness

C

A

D

No control Area

Half ellipse

Control Area
(incl. horn)

E

 

B > 30 mm (Finger space) 
 
C > 30 mm (shortest distance to 
controls from inside rim) 
 
D < 110 mm (longest distance to 
controls from outside rim) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9. Volvo recommendations 
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2.4.2 Button size 
To achieve a correct button size Volvo Cars has developed a General Restriction 
Geometry (GRG). The GRG is made from human physical properties of fingers and 
thumbs. The purpose is to make it simple and easy to remember GRG for use on 
multiple controls. The small inner diameter, 10 mm, represents the surface, which is 
touched either by the finger or by the thumb. The smaller outer surface, 16 mm, 
represents one finger and the large, 20 mm, a thumb. No other controls shall be located 
within the outer radiuses, see figure 10.  
  
 

Finger
10/16

Thumb 
10/20

 

Figure 10. General Restriction Geometry (GRG) 

2.4.3 Preferable Hand positions  
The optimum handgrip for urban driving is nine-and-three and for less active driving 
the more relaxed eight-and-four grip is acceptable (Fjällmar and Salomonsson, 2005). 
The nine-and-three grip gives the highest level of precision possible and allows the 
hands of the driver to remain on the steering wheel for as long as possible when turning 
it. 

 

 

Figure 11. From left: Ten-and-Two Grip, Nine-and-Three Grip, Eight-and-Four Grip 

 
Kromer (1994) also claims that “Static or repetitive work with joints in extreme 
positions should be avoided since it is harmful for the hand and arm. Work with the 
arm rotated outwards and in combination with working with the hand far away from 
the body creates an increased load on the shoulder joint which could be of importance 
for the prevalence of shoulder symptoms.” 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Product development process 
 
The product development process was divided into different phases (Johansson, Persson 
& Pettersson, 2004). The project began with a feasibility study and resulted in a 
prototype that was tested for validation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. The product development process with the projects phases colored blue.  

 
 
In the feasibility study information was collected from literature and articles about 
Human Machine Interaction (HMI), Industrial Design and Ergonomics. The phase also 
included a benchmark focused on the car industry and new technologies in other 
markets.  
 
The purpose of the product specification was to define what the process should result 
in, i.e. what the product had to do. The specification developed during the product 
development process to a final specification.  
 
During the Concept Generation the problem was clarified and divided into sub 
problems. Then concepts were generated through different methods e.g. brainstorm. 
The process continued with concept selections, further developments and detail and 
layout construction and evolved into the final concept. 

Strategy 

Concept 
generation 

Market 
analysis

  

Feasibility 
study 

Evaluation / 
Concept selection Product 

concepts 
 

Product 
specification 

Layout 
construction 

Detail 
construction 

Prototype 

Serial 
production 

Prototype 
testing 

Production 
preparations 

Market 
introduction 
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To visualize the concept a prototype was made. The purpose of prototypes is to 
demonstrate shape, color and material but also to test, evaluate or prepare the product 
for serial production.  

3.2 Benchmarking 

3.2.1 Competitor Analysis 
A competitor analysis was done to get a clear view of the car market of today. The aim 
was to investigate car brands with top of the line interior-solutions and car brands with 
the most innovative solutions. The choice of car models was made through a short 
research phase. The major Volvo competitors were compared and cars to be tested 
where selected in collaboration with experts from Volvos Competitors Analysis 
Department. 

3.2.1.1 Questionnaire 
Our thoughts and ideas were compiled to a questionnaire (Appendix B) and the key 
questions we wanted to answer were:  

• Which steering wheel functions are common in today’s cars? 
• Which are the trends in design and styling? 
• How are these controls designed and where are they positioned on the 

steering wheel? 
 
The answers together with comments, positive and negative reflections were gathered 
and analyzed.  

3.2.1.2 the Test 
Every car, see table 2, was test driven for about 20 minutes by two persons. The test 
driver answered the questions from the questionnaire during the test drive and positive 
and negative comments from the driver were also noted during the test drive.  
 
Audi A6 
Mercedes Bens E 
Citroen C4 
BMW Z4 
Jaguar X 

BMW M3 
Peuogot 1007 
Volvo S40 
Scania R-line (truck) 
 

Toyota Prius 
SAAB 9-3 
Toyota Rav-4 
Ford Focus 
 

Table 2. Tested cars/truck   

3.2.2 Sources of inspiration 
How will the technical trends be tomorrow and what can we expect to have in our cars 
in the future? To find these answers we searched outside the box. What will the future 
wear and how will the trends look like? What level of knowledge will the driver of 
tomorrow have, and what will they expect from the car of tomorrow? 
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Interesting markets that can provide these answers are the video game market and the 
cell-phone and portable media player industry. Significant for all these products are that 
they have state of the art solutions and high expectations on the human-machine 
interaction. The results were gathered through the authors’ own experiences and by 
testing new products. 

3.3 Concept generation 
With impressions from the feasibility study and with a clearer definition of the problem 
the next phase was to create concepts. The first stage was to divide the problem into 
sub groups and brainstorm to find solutions according to functions, placements, 
controls, guidance and feedback. Combined concepts were also created to get broader 
ideas. 
 
A brainstorming session with invited Volvo employees from different departments was 
performed. Different user profiles were tested to see how different needs and interests 
would affect the concepts.  
 
The range of the concepts varied and to simplify the process the concepts were placed 
in one of five categories. The purpose of this was also to make sure that a sufficient 
amount of concepts were generated in all categories before moving on to the next 
phase.  
 
A matrix was used to combine sub solutions of the function groups to create whole 
concepts. 

3.4 Function survey 
The large amount of functions in the cars and all the possible combination of functions 
controlled from the steering wheel required a function specification.  
 
When no surveys in this area were found the authors decided to make a survey to find 
out which functions should be placed on the steering wheel. 
 
A question form was used with questions concerning 44 functions that can be found in 
today’s cars (Appendix C). The test person had to grade the usage, reaction and 
distraction according to each function.  
 
The survey was done through email and addressed to employees at Volvo Cars and 
people outside the company.  

3.5 Prototype 
Most of the prototype building took place in a plastic workshop at Volvo Cars. The 
technique Vacuum form was used to create mockups for evaluation. The same 
technique was used when the final prototype was made.  
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Vacuum form uses boards or sheets of plastics warmed up above the temperature of 
plasticization. The heated plastic is formed against a mold of wood or foam, with 
compressed air or vacuum. The most used plastic was an ABS plastic, but Polystyrene 
was also used to create transparent controls. All boards varied in thickness and surface 
structure.  
 
Vacuum form is a good method when creating prototypes due to the low costs and 
none or little need for any surface post processing.  

3.6 Expert evaluation 
An expert evaluation is a method that can be used when evaluating different solutions. 
The test subjects know the procedure well and have good knowledge in the specific 
matter, and therefore can be called “experts”. The method assumes that the experts can 
perceive the questions in a more or less correct way, e.g. assuming the visual workload 
when driving and using a specific control. 
 
In this thesis expert evaluations were used at two times. The first one was when 
different concepts were evaluated and the second was when the final concept was 
evaluated and compared to the regular steering wheel. The authors of this thesis 
performed both evaluations.  

3.6.1 Expert Evaluation 1 
The evaluation was performed before the final choice of concept. 13 persons 
participated and were asked questions about the sub solutions of the controls for each 
function group (Appendix E).  

• Audio group was evaluated with paddles or with a touch control. 
• Cruise group was evaluated with paddles or with a stalk module. 
• Climate group was evaluated with a thumb wheel or with a 4-way control. 
• Communication group was evaluated with a thumb wheel or with a 4-way 

control.  
• Automatic shift of gears was also evaluated with paddles. 

3.6.2 Expert Evaluation 2 
With an increased number of functions controlled from the steering wheel the question 
is how this had affected the visual, physical and mental workload on the driver. To find 
this out the prototype was compared to the regular steering wheel. The prototype was 
mounted in a regular car to make sure that both environments were alike. 
 
A test group of ten persons, five men and five women compared the steering wheels. 
Five persons first evaluated the new steering wheel and five began with the regular 
steering wheel to be able to analyze if any differences were found depending on which 
steering wheel the evaluation started out with. The evaluation form can be found in 
Appendix G. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Benchmarking 

4.1.1 Competitors analysis 
The results from the competitor analysis were divided into eleven categories with 
guidelines and good and bad examples. All the results were verified during an expert 
validation session. The group consisted of employees from the ergonomic group, active 
safety-, styling- and infotainment department. Thereby the results could be used as 
guidelines further on in the project. The complete evaluation of each car can be found 
in Appendix K. 
 
Placement: To achieve high safety with low distraction placement of controls is a key 
factor. The hands should be guided to different controls without loosing contact with 
the steering wheel. 
 
Good example: Mercedes-Benz 
Easy to control gear pads and stalks without re-
positioning hands on the steering wheel. 
 

 
Figure 13 Mercedes Benz 
 

Bad example: Citroen C4 
Difficult to turn the steering wheel and use the 
controls at the same time because the controls are 
placed on a fix hub. 
 

 
Figure 14. Citroen  
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Grouping: According to Monö (1977) should functions that belong together be placed 
together. The groups must be placed and separated so the user will not mix them up. 
See figure 3-6. 
 
Good example: Toyota Prius 
Rectangular and circular shape of the function 
groups makes it easy to separate them. 
 

 
Figure 15. Toyota 
 

Bad example: Citroen C4 
All function groups have the same shape and form, 
making it difficult to separate them. 
 

 
Figure 16. Citroen  

 
Feedback from displays: With more controls on the steering wheel the interface 
needs to be clear and without any confusion. Therefore the user must know where 
feedback and information from these controls will appear. 
 
Good example:  Audi A6 
All feedback from steering wheel controls at the 
same display. Feedback from non-activated controls. 
 

 
Figure 17. Audi 

 
Bad example: Toyota Prius 
Feedback from controls in the climate group appears 
on different displays. 
 

 
Figure 18. Toyota 
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Feedback from controls: How a control works provides instant feedback to the user. 
Indistinct positions and bad feedback can make the user uncertain: "Did I activate the 
function or not?” 
 
Good example: BMW M3 
Distinct button positions, no doubt if the function 
was activated. 

 
Figure 19. BMW 
 

Bad example: Volvo V70 
Difficult to feel if the ENTER button was pushed or 
not. The bad feedback makes it hard to know if the 
function was activated. 
 
 

 
Figure 20. Volvo 

 
 
Menu interface: It is important not to make a menu too complex. The functions that 
you want to control fast and easily should not be placed in a sub-level.   
 
Good example: Audi A6 
Easy to use menu and all feedback on the same 
display in front of the steering wheel. 
 

 
Figure 21. Audi 

 
Bad example: Mercedes-Benz 
Changing radio channels through a sub-level of the 
menu on the steering wheel. 

 
Figure 22. Mercedes Benz 
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Guidance: With the shape of the buttons, e.g. concave or convex, the user can be 
better guided to correct use. It is important that the guidance is correct, bad guidance is 
worse than no guidance.  
 
Good example: BMW 
The shapes of the seek buttons give the user a 
feeling of one button even if it is two separate 
buttons.  

 
Figure 23. BMW 
 

Bad example: SAAB 9-3 
The concave surface misleads the user to push there 
when the push must be on the convex part of the 
button. 
 
 

 
Figure 24. SAAB 

 
Symbols and text: Controls with symbols are easier to separate from each other than 
with text, but they can also be misinterpreted. Good balance between symbols and text 
is required. 
 
Good example: Jaguar 
Fine mix of symbols and text, and the symbols are 
easy to understand. 
 

 
Figure 25. Jaguar 

 
Bad example: Acura 
The use of text only as visual guidance can give a 
blurred impression. 

 
Figure 26. Acura 
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Button size: It is easy to locate and use large buttons and a large surface can be used to 
place larger symbols. This is especially important for people with impaired vision and 
reduced finger capacity. 
 
Good example: Volvo 
Large buttons, easy to use. 
 

 
Figure 27. Volvo 
 

Bad example: BMW M3 
Small buttons can be difficult to handle for people 
with reduced finger mobility.  
 
 

 
Figure 28. BMW 

 
Gear pads: Gear pads should be pushed towards the user. The reach is better if the 
gear pads are placed just behind the steering wheel rim. 
 
Good example: Ferrari 
Large gear pads are easy to locate and use. 
 

 
Figure 29. Ferrari 
 

Bad example: SAAB 9-3 
A lower grip on the steering wheel must be used to 
push the gear pads. 
 

 
Figure 30. Saab 
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Thumb wheel: Thumb wheels reduce the amount of buttons. The feel of the 
materials and the distinction of the wheel positions give a tactile feedback that is 
important since the fingertips are very sensitive.  
 
Good example: Audi 
Thumb wheel controls are equipped with a rubber 
surface that provides good friction.  
 

 
Figure 31. Audi 
 

Good example: Jaguar 
Wheel control with a mono-stable functionality. 

 
Figure 32. Jaguar 

 
Bad example: Citroen C4 
Thumb wheels are too slippery. 

 
Figure 33. Citroen 
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Position of displays: If gauges and driving information are moved to a position above 
the steering wheel it is better to place them in front of the steering wheel instead of in a 
center-position of the car.  
 
Good example: Toyota Prius 
Driver display, good distance from driver, easy to 
read without change of focus.  
 

 
Figure 34. Toyota 
 

Bad example: Citroen C4 
The tachometer and the indicator display are located 
too close to the driver who needs to change focus to 
be able to see them. Easy to mix up where 
information will be shown. 
 
 

 
Figure 35. Citroen 

 

4.1.2 Inspiration 
The results in this chapter are the ideas and gadgets that we assume will become 
technical trends in the future. We tried to see outside the box to bring new ideas into 
the car industry.  
 
Many fingers activated 
The computer and video game market have a long 
experience in development of hand controls, the 
user have to control many functions throughout one 
session, therefore many fingers must be activated. 

 
Figure 36. X-box hand control, 
Microsoft 
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User configuration 
The video game user has the option to configurate 
the function set up on the hand consol. A Taylor 
made option where the user can choose his own 
function set up. Interfaces have shortcuts or favorites 
to make it easier for the user to find the desired 
functions.  

 
Figure 37. Shortcuts WindowsXP, 
Microsoft 
  

Tactile feedback 
To optimize the entertainment experience the game 
industry use rumble packs for an increased feeling. 
This provides the user with feedback in three canals: 
visual, auditory and tactile.  

 
Figure 38. Joystick with “rumble”, 
Saite. 
 

Multi function controls: 
A four-way control or joystick uses one finger to 
control many functions. This reduces the number of 
buttons on the steering wheel. This type of control 
is optional for functions that require a long input 
sequence, such as menu-systems, input of destination 
in a navigation system.  A multi function control 
will reduce the number of finger movement and 
therefore reduce the visual and mental workload. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 39. Cell phone, N91, Nokia 
 

Hand writing recognition: 
Hand writing recognition will make it easier to enter 
a destination in a navigation system or dial a phone 
number. With this type of input source it is 
important to place the system so both left and right 
hand users can use the system.  
 

 
Figures 40. Cell phone, P900 
SonyEricsson 
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Touch pad: 
A lot of media players uses touch controls to control 
the volume or to scroll in a menu system. This is a 
control system that requires a low amount of visual 
feedback. 
 

 
Figure 41. I-pod, Apple 
 

Voice Control 
A voice control system will allow the driver to 
interact with the system and still have the eyes on 
the road during the input session. 
 

 
Figure 42. Com-Radio,Exlats-Antivol 
 

Future Volvo customers 
The future Volvo customer will have a good 
experience off using many buttons, they will have 
the ability to use and interpret an increased quantity 
of secondary tasks.  
 

 
Figure 43.Car for kids, Mercedes-Benz 
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4.2 Concept generation 
The sub groups of functions, placement, feedback, guidance and controls resulted in a 
number of possible solutions in each area, see figures 44-48. The results from the user-
profile brainstorming session showed a significant difference between different profiles. 
Different users have different priorities, according to functions, placement and controls. 
It can be hard to fulfill every profile’s needs and demands because people in different 
life situations have different needs and priorities, see figures 49-50. The five concept 
categories can be seen in figures 51-61. 
 
The shape and size of the steering wheel needed to be decided to be able to narrow 
down the concepts. Too many uncertainties were found with a smaller steering wheel, 
e.g. the placement of meters, stalk modules and the design of the instrument board. 
This resulted in the use of the regular steering wheel. This could also hopefully simplify 
the visualization and testing of the concept steering wheel. 
 
Some of the inspiration sources were not used of different reasons. The hand writing 
recognition was used in a touch pad control in some concepts to simplify writing a 
SMS or entering a destination in the navigation mode. The control was not used 
because there were too many question marks, e.g. would the use give a contra 
dictionary message when encouraging people to write a SMS while driving? The multi-
function controls were not used because the consequences are an increased mental 
workload. The driver is often exposed to stressful situations and it is better if the same 
button is used for the same function and that the functions are simply maneuvered.   
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Figures 44-48. Dividing the problem and brainstorming in the sub-groups. 
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Natasha 
• 38 years old 
• Businesswoman 
• Two children 
• Need of an assistant to help 

her plan her life and be more 
efficient. 

• Notebook and calendar. 
• Large thumb wheels (long 

nails) 
• Mirror for make-up check. 
• Monitor children in the 

backseat. 
• Car interior can match her 

favorite fashion house.  

 

  

Joachim 
• 25 years old 
• Bachelor 
• Video-games 
• Aggressive design and styling. 
• Influences from the space- 

and aviation industry. 
• Entertainment systems. 
• Integrate gadgets into the 

steering wheel. 
• Watch a movie or surf the 

web on a head-up-display. 
 

 

Figures 49-50. User profiles. Top: Natasha (Figure 49), Bottom: Joachim (Figure 50) 
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Volvo Premium 
Concepts where the design started out from the steering wheel Volvo uses today but 
with more functions and perhaps some changed controls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 51-52. The Volvo Premium category 
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Spokes 
The concepts used the spokes for placing functions and controls. The four-spoke steering wheel was taken into 
special consideration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 53-55. The Spokes category 
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Gear pad area 
Concepts where the controls are placed in the space around the spokes in the same 
plane as the spokes or behind them.  
 
 

Figures 56-59. The Gear pad area category 
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Head-up display 
Concepts with controls in the space between the upper spokes and the rim. As a result 
the display with meters needs to be moved up either on a Head-up display or in a 
position above the steering wheel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Multi-function  
Concepts with controls where the user defines the functions on the steering wheel.  

Figures 60-61. The Head-up display and the multi-function categories 
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4.3 Functions 

4.3.1 Function survey 
21 test persons including Volvo employees and people with other background 
performed the survey. The people varied in the age group 25-67 years and 80% of the 
test persons were male. The top ranked functions according to weighted values can be 
found in table 3 and in Appendix D. 
 

Functions Weighted 
value 

Turn lights 4,0 

Full light 3,3 

Half light 3,3 

Wipers front 3,3 

Volume radio/CD +/- 3,3 

Wiper fluid front 3,2 

Horn 3,1 

Phone call/answer 3,1 

Shift gears automatic (P, N, R, D, +/-) 3,0 

Open/Close doors 2,9 

Mute radio/CD 2,9 

Channels/Tracks          |<<    >>| 2,9 

Defrost Front 2,8 

 
Table 3. The top ranked function in the function survey. 
 

4.3.2 Choice of functions 
The results from the research, the benchmarking and the function survey together with 
guidance from Volvo experts lead us to a final result of which functions should be 
positioned on the concept steering wheel: 
 
• Keep functions positioned on the stalk modules. These functions are considered as 

standard function. If these functions are moved to another place it will confuse the 
driver more than the positive effects with a replacement. 

 
• Keep the functions on today’s steering wheel, but replace and reshape them. 
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• Climate is a new function group placed on the steering wheel. Defrost Front/Rear 
and Temperature +/- are visibility and climate functions that received a high 
ranking from the function survey in both user frequency and reaction time. 

 
• The phone group is expanded with functions used daily in today’s cell phones, such 

as contacts from the phone book and received and dialed numbers. Today’s car 
phones only have a few of the cell phone functions, which make the driver using 
his regular cell phone instead of the integrated car system. 

 
• The audio group has two new functions, Source and Mute. Source gives the driver 

the possibility to toggle between the favorite audio functions such as radio, CD-
player and MP3-player. Mute, turns the sound on and off. 

 
• The cruise group is increased with functions such as the Adaptive Cruise Control 

and the Speed Limiter. The regular cruise control remains in the function group. 

4.4 Placement 

4.4.1 Visual demands  
The ranking of the visual areas are based on theories regarding the visual workload, the 
eyes structure and accommodation. If a display or a manual control that needs visual 
feedback is positioned in an area close to the driver’s line of sight (area 1) it will reduce 
the driver’s eyes-off-road time. The area will also be positioned further away from the 
driver and therefore lead to improvements for drivers with accommodations problems. 
 
The area on and around the steering wheel is divided into four areas (fig. 62). An area 
will get a high ranking if it is close to the driver’s normal line of sight. A high ranked 
area is appropriate for functions that require a high cognitive workload. If a display or a 
control is placed further away from the driver’s normal line of sight, the more difficult 
it is to find the information.  
 

 

Visibility areas 
 
Area 1: Very good visibility 
 
Area 2:  Good visibility 
 
Area 3:  Acceptable visibility 
 
Area 4:  Low visibility 
 

Figure 62. Visibility areas  
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4.4.2 Physical demands 
According to previous studies and research the preferred hand positions are the “teen 
and two”, “nine and three” and “eight and four” positions. These positions will 
provide the driver with safe and comfortable grips. These positions are also good due to 
hand and arm ergonomics. 
 
The area of the steering wheel can be divided into three areas (figure 63). Area 1 and 
area 2 are higher prioritized due to the hand being placed in one of the preferred hand 
positions. This leads to good arm and wrist ergonomics. Area 3 should be avoided 
because it’s placed too low, outside the recommended positions. The low rating also 
depends on the bad hand ergonomics. 
 
 
 

 

Reach areas 
 
Area 1: Very good reach 
 
Area 2: Good reach 
 
Area 3: Bad reach 

Figure 63. Physical workload area  
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4.5 Concept development 

4.5.1 Matrix 
The sub solutions of the concepts according to each function group can be found in the 
figure 64. The sub solutions colored blue were combined into concepts and evaluated 
in the Expert Evaluation 1.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 64. Sub solutions of the function groups 
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4.5.2 Expert evaluation 1 
The results from the expert evaluation 1 and the results from our research were used to 
decide the solutions for each subgroup. Following, table 4, are the results from the 
Expert Evaluation 1. For all the results see Appendix F. 
 
 

 
 

Controls Average 

Audio Touch Controls 8,02 

Audio Paddles 7,71 

Climate/Communication Thumb wheel 7,95 

Climate/Communication 4-way control 7,55 

Cruise Stalk Module 7,43 

Cruise Paddles 7,73 

Shift Gears Paddles 7,69  

Picture 65. Evaluation in a test car at Volvo Cars. Table 4. Average scores for the evaluated controls 

 
 
The audio group was placed on a touch control because it was higher ranked than 
paddles and the low cognitive workload could place the group lower.  
 
The Cruise group was placed on paddles because the controls were ranked higher than 
the stalk module and that the paddles were a new type of controls on the market. 
 
The Climate and Communication groups were placed on 4-way controls even though 
the thumbs wheels were higher ranked. One reason was that the designers and authors 
of this thesis believed that a well-designed 4-way control with proper guidance would 
not only be easy to use but also work better with design aspects. The second was that a 
4-way control would be a more unique solution for Volvo. 
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4.5.3 Specification  
 

Functions 

• No change of the functions on the stalk modules 

• Keep the functions placed on the steering wheel today 

• Audio (Volume +/-/mute, Tracks/Channels/Source) 

• Cruise (CC, ACC, SL) 

• Climate (Defrost Front/Rear, Temperature +/-) 

• Communication (Phone Call/Answer, Voice Control, Navigation, Car settings) 

 

Physical properties 

• Shape and size of a regular steering wheel 

 

Placement and design of controls 

• Visibility areas 2 and 3 

• Reach areas 1 and 2 

• Placements according to Volvo and Ford recommendations 

• Shape and design according to GRG 

• Gestalt factors 

 

Workloads 

• Increase the number of controls without increasing the driver’s physical, visual or 

mental workload 
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4.6 Final Results 

 

Figure 66. The final concept 

 
The results from benchmarking, concept generation, the function survey and the expert 
evaluations resulted in a full-scale prototype. The prototype was built to visualize and 
test our ideas. The work was done together with people from the Plastic and Vacuum 
workshop at Volvo Cars. The prototype was then mounted in a car during the testing 
and validation. 
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The functions are placed on the steering wheel in the areas with the safest and most 
ergonomic grips for the driver. These areas are Visual Areas 2, 3 (Figure 62) and Reach 
Area 1 (Figure 63).  
 
The functions with high cognitive workload, the cruise and the communication 
groups, are placed on the upper part of the steering wheel. These functions are more 
demanding, leading to an increased distraction for the driver. Placing the functions 
closer to the line of sight results in shorter time with the eyes off road. The audio group 
with low visual and mental workload can therefore be placed on the lower part of the 
steering wheel. 
 
The design and placement of the controls are based on the guidelines and 
recommendations stated earlier in this project. Each function group uses a unique type 
of control with a unique design. The functions are placed at different distances from the 
driver, e.g. the cruise group is placed 3 cm behind the steering wheel rim. All fingers 
can be used with the different controls and the feedback is divided between the visual 
and the auditory sense and the sense of feeling. 

4.6.1 Audio group 
The Audio group is expanded with two new functions, source (SRC) and mute. These 
functions were high prioritized in the function survey. The driver can with SRC toggle 
between the favorite audio sources such as CD, Radio or a MP3-playlist.  Mute toggles 
(turns) the volume on and off. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 67. The audio group 

 
 
The Audio group is divided with choice of channels or tracks on the left side and 
volume on the right side.  
 
Touch surfaces are used to control the functions. A thumb movement upwards 
increases the volume or moves upwards in a play list. The surface of the touch control 
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is lowered 2 mm. The structure of the surface is rougher than the surrounding surface, 
giving the driver clear haptic and tactile feedback. The pushbuttons used for source and 
mute are placed in the center of the touch surfaces and raised 1 mm. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 68. The lowered touch surface. 

 
The group is placed in the lower part of reach area 1 and visual area 3. The choice to 
place this group in this area is based on two arguments. The first is the low cognitive 
workload because the functions are simple and mostly activated through single pushes. 
The second argument is the guidance through the design and the instant auditory 
feedback, e.g. the change of volume, channels or “clicks” when toggling in a play list. 

4.6.2 Climate group 
The climate group is a new function group, placed on the steering wheel in reach area 
1 and visual area 3. These functions are today placed low on the center stack, far away 
from the steering wheel. The driver must then move eyes from the road and hands 
from the wheel. When moving the controls to the upper left spoke the visual and 
physical workloads enhance. 
 
The group includes Defrost front and rear and temperature settings (+/-). In the 
function survey many of the climate functions got high scores. Defrost front and rear 
are important sight functions used when fog appears on the windshields. Defrost front is 
a special Air Condition program with high fan speed and the airflow directed to the 
windshields. Defrost rear controls the electrical threads on the rear windshield, and 
sometimes on the side rear windshields, used for removing fog or ice. The temperature 
adjustments control the Air Condition System changing fan speed and airflow 
automatically.  
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Figure 69. The climate group  

 
The function group is controlled by a 4-way control. The driver gets visual guidance 
through the symbols and tactile guidance through the small bumps under the symbols, 
see picture 70. When using a 4-way control more functions can be integrated in the 
same control, thus reducing the amount of buttons and giving it a less muddle 
impression. 
 
 

 

Figure 70. Guidance though icons and bumps in the climate group.  
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4.6.3 Cruise group 
The Cruise group is expanded with the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Speed 
Limiter (SL). The regular Cruise Control (CC) remains in the function group.  
 
The left side controls the Cruise on/off (and toggles between CC, ACC and SL) and 
sets the speed (+/-). From the right side the activated function can be paused, 
integrating the former two functions cancel and resume. The distance to the car ahead 
can also be adjusted.  
 

 
Figure 71. The cruise group placed on paddles.  
 
The functions are controlled by two paddles placed 3 cm behind the steering wheel rim 
and are activated when the driver pushes the paddles towards himself or herself. The 
middle paddle has a tactile coding to help the driver find the right paddle within the 
group.  
 
The half transparent material lets the background lights from the gauges lighten up the 
paddles. The paddles also melt into the environment and don’t interfere with the 
meters. When turning the steering wheel the paddles don’t cover the meters. 
 

  
Figure 72. The half transparent paddles Figure 73. No interference with the meters 
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The Cruise group is moved to a higher prioritized area, the visual area 2 and reach area 
1. Positioned behind the rim the controls are placed closer to the line of sight, leading 
to a shorter eye movement. This will make the controls easier to control due to better 
placement and design, especially for elderly who often have difficulties to focus on 
objects too close to the eyes, i.e. accommodation. 

4.6.4 Communication group 
The functions from the phone group and the navigation group are integrated in one 
communication group. 
 

 
Figure 74 Communication group with phone and menu functions. 

The phone group is expanded with functions used daily on today’s cell phones. The 
driver’s cell phone is blue tooth connected to the car, an easier solution than inserting a 
SIM-card in a slot in the car.  
 
The driver answers and ends a conversation with Phone On (ENTER) and Phone Off 
(EXIT). The arrows up and down are used to toggle in the call list. Voice control, 
placed on the left side, can be used when dialing up a certain person. Through the 
menu system the contacts from the drivers cell phone can be found.  
 

 ▲  ▲  
ENTER > [ Phone book ] ENTER > [ Anna ] ENTER > 

 Navigation  Axel  
 Car settings  Bengt  
   David  
 ▼  ▼  

 

Table 5. Menu structure in the communication group. Looking for a certain contact. 
 
In the menu system navigation and car settings can also be found. Placing the 
navigation functions in this group moves the functions from a hidden placement behind 
the steering wheel to an easily seen and used place on the front. 
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 ▲  ▲  
ENTER > [ Navigation ] ENTER > [ Enter destination ] ENTER > 

 Car settings  Guide  
 Phone book  Map  
   Settings  
 ▼  ▼  

 

Table 6. Menu structure in the communication group. Inserting a destination.  
 
The control has a similar design as the climate group with a 4-way control. The 
difference is that the communication group has a push button placed in the middle. 
The same idea with symbols and bumps is used in this control to guide to driver to 
proper use.  
 

 
Figure 75. The communication group. 

 
The driver doesn’t have to use the cell phone manually with the expanded phone 
group. All the common phone functions can be controlled from the communication 
group keeping both hands on the steering wheel and increasing safety. 

4.7 Validation  
The purpose of the thesis was to control more functions from the steering wheel 
without increasing the driver’s workload. The test was done static, in non-moving cars 
due to the lack of time. The expert evaluation 2 indicates improvements on the driver’s 
visual, physical and mental workload, shown in table 7 and Appendix H. When 
comparing the new and the regular steering wheel a positive value in the table means 
an improvement with the new steering wheel and a decreased value means a change to 
the worse. The enhanced values of the workloads in the evaluation show that a 
decreased workload is possible even if the number of controls increase. 
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Placement -0,7 2,6 2,9 -0,2  1,2 

Grouping 0,7 1,9 0,8 0,3  0,9 

Perception 1,4 1,1 1,9 0,7  1,3 

Physical workload 0,2 2,4 2,0 -0,2  1,1 

Mental workload 0,8 2,2 2,3 0,4  1,4 

Visual workload 1,0 3,0 1,3 0,4  1,4 

Results 0,6 2,2 1,9 0,2   
 
Table 7. The results from the expert evaluation 2, the difference: concept vs, regular. 
 
 
The results show significant improvements in the climate group according to 
placement, visual, physical and mental workload and in the communication group 
according to placement and mental workload. Tendencies can be seen that 
improvements have been made in the audio and cruise group as well. All results can be 
viewed in Appendix I and Appendix J. 
 

 

Figure 76. Steering wheel mounted in Volvo C70. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Placement 
A function placed in a high ranked visual area (figure 62) will give the driver a lower 
level of workload than in a lower ranked area. The high ranked areas demand a shorter 
eye movement and a shorter eye off road time. This is well suited for functions with 
higher cognitive workload such as functions with long input sequences, e.g. navigation 
system, or when to perceive information on display. A low-prioritized area suits better 
for functions where the visual feedback is less important. For example audio functions 
are well suited because the primary feedback is not visual, but auditory, e.g. when the 
volume or radio channel is changed. This requires well-designed controls to provide 
the driver with good tactile and haptic feedbacks and thus helping to keep the eyes on 
the road. 
 
If the controls are placed in different layers it simplifies for the user to separate the 
controls and groups from each other, one of the reasons can be that the eyes have to 
use different level of accommodations.  
 
When using the reach area 1 and 2 (figure 63) for placement areas the driver will have 
the hands placed in good areas according to safety and ergonomics. This will lead to 
that the drivers hands are kept on or closer to the steering wheel than with the controls 
placed on the centre stack or on hand-held devices. The result is a more active driving 
position, where the driver immediately can interact in a rapidly changed traffic 
situation. 

5.2 Functions 
The functions placed on the steering wheel should be the ones used most often, i.e. 
functions that need to be found quickly and easily. According to previous studies and 
research driving related functions should be placed on controls as close as possible to the 
normal line of sight to reduce the driver’s eyes-off-road time. 
 
The result from the brainstorm session shows that different users have big differences in 
their choice of functions placed on the steering wheel. The big differences between 
users priorities make it very difficult to design an interface that fits all users. These 
results illustrate a need of a user-defined driver environment. 
 
The choice of functions was based on results from the research, benchmarking and the 
function survey. The survey only had 21 answers, which can be seen as a “source of 
error”, but due to the lack of time and that the survey answers were quite similar to 
each other we considered the result as trustworthy enough to be used as basic data for 
decision-making. 
 
The functions on the stalk modules were not moved since these functions are 
considered to be standard functions. It would confuse the driver more than it would 
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improve the situation, if for example the turn signal was moved from the stalk modules 
to a button on the steering wheel.  If a function is moved to a new position on the 
steering wheel the usability and safety must be improved.  
 
Our primary guideline was that the driver should be able to have both hands on the 
steering wheel while interacting with the controls. The phone group with all necessary 
functions gives the driver this opportunity and he or she doesn’t needs to have one 
hand occupied with a cell-phone while driving. 

5.3 Final results 
The 4-way control was used instead of the thumb wheel even though the expert 
evaluation showed a preference for the later. There are two reasons for this decision. 
The first one is that we as designers believe that a well-designed 4-way control with 
proper guidance would not only be easy to use but also work better along design 
aspects than the thumb wheel. A 4-way control hides four buttons in one button and 
that will lead to a more discrete design and style. The second is that a use of a 4-way 
control would be more unique solution for Volvo and the Car Industry. 
 
The communication group is primary used as a phone group but navigation and driving 
settings can be used through the menu system. This choice was done because only 
about 5% of the users have navigation integrated in their systems. In the second expert 
evaluation negative comments were posted about the navigation was hidden in the 
communication group but we assume that if the user have the navigation system he or 
she will learn where to find it and how to use it.  
 
The navigation functions require long input sessions, and could be seen as high 
workload functions, and are more suitable to be placed in a menu-system rather than 
switching radio stations, a low workload function that you want to activate without 
delay. The interface of the menu system has only been taking into minor consideration 
by two reasons. The first one is that the project focused on the design and groupings of 
the controls. The second reason is that Volvo Cars is developing a new menu system 
that could cope with our steering wheel concept.   

5.4 Validation 
The results from the expert evaluations indicate improvements of the levels of 
workload on the driver. 
 
An interesting fact is that the perceived mental and visual workload have decreased 
even though the audio group was graded lower according to placement. This was also 
the desire when placing it lower and designing a new control with better guidance and 
layout.  
 
There are some error factors to have in mind. Most important is that the test should 
have been done with real controls and real functions connected to them to give proper 
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feedback. The test should also have been done while driving instead of assuming the 
values of the workloads. For more significant results one way could have been to 
include more persons participating in the test. Finally the test should have been lead by 
objective persons instead of the authors, but the lack of time made it not possible. 
 
During the project many tests have been done to evaluate and to find out how users 
perceive different solutions. In the usability theories testing is a very important phase 
and we can only agree after all the insights and new ideas we got from foremost the 
expert evaluations.  

5.5 Further work 
The recommended follow up for this thesis is to move on with the design of the 
controls with real functions and real feedback to be able to evaluate them in a proper 
way.  
 
According to the need of user-defined configuration of the functions used from the 
steering wheel further work should be done in this area.  
 
The way of thinking developed in this thesis has been very interesting. Design and 
Human-Machine Interaction aspects have influenced each other’s and created a 
common solution.  
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Appendix A - Glossary 
 
Accommodation: 
The change of focusing on targets at various distances. 
 
Adaptive Cruise Control: 
A more advanced cruise control function where the distance to the car in front can be 
adjusted instead of increasing or decreasing the speed. 
 
Ambient vision: 
The periphery part, the surrounding areas, of what we see. 
 
Auditory: 
Connected with hearing auditory stimuli. 
 
Cognitive: 
Connected with mental processes of understanding: 
 
Controls: 
The switches and buttons, etc. that you use to operate a machine or a vehicle. 
 
Cruise Control: 
A function where the car’s speed is set and could be increased or decreased without 
pressing the gas pedal. 
 
Defrost: 
A function used to remove ice or fog from the surfaces of a car’s windows. 
 
Distraction:  
A thing or an activity that takes your attention away from what you are doing or 
thinking about. 
 
Down vision: 
The distance the driver needs to look down in order to perform a task.  
 
Feedback: 
An immediate and obvious effect associated with an action. 
 
Focal vision: 
The central part of what we see. 
 
Gauges: 
The display instruments for the fuel tank, engine temperature, speedometer, tachometer 
and all the indicators for turn signals etc. 
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Haptic: 
Related to or involved with the sense of touch. it possible to identify and recognize 
shapes. 
 
Hub: 
The central part of the steering wheel. 
 
Instrument board/panel: 
A board in a vehicle or on a piece of machinery where the controls and instruments are 
fixed. 
 
Kinesthetic: 
Knowledge of the position and movement of parts of your body, which comes from 
sense organs in the muscles and joints 
 
Line of sight: 
The direction of the driver’s sight on the road while driving. See also “distance” in 
figure 7. 
 
Navigation: 
Functions to guide the driver to a certain destination with maps, directions and voice. 
 
Rim: 
The wheel that the driver turns to control the direction that a vehicle goes in. 
 
Speed Limiter 
A cruise control function where the car’s maximum speed is set. The maximum speed 
can be overridden when quickly pressing the gas pedal. 
 
Speedometer: 
An instrument in a vehicle that shows how fast the vehicle is going. 
 
Spoke: 
One of the bars that connect the centre of a wheel (hub) to its outer edge (rim). 
Depending on the design the steering wheels most often have either three or four 
spokes.  
 
Stalk module: 
A device with controls that can be pushed or pulled in different directions. The most 
common stalk modules are used for the turn signals and windshield wipers. 
 
Tachometer: 
A device that measures the rate that something turns (rpm) and is used to measure the 
speed of an engine in a vehicle. 
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Tactile: 
Connected with the sense of surface structure or vibration by touching. 
 
Voice control: 
A system to control functions with voice instead of manual controls. The system 
recognizes words or phrases and activates the function. 
 
Workload:  
The portion of resource spent in performing a given task. The workload is often 
divided in visual, mental or physical workload. 
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Appendix B – Competitor analysis form 
 

Form concurrent analysis 
Date 

  
Car and year model 

  
Steeering wheel and stalk 
modules: 
- Functions 
- Placement 
- Grouping 

  

The design of the controls 

  
Pros and cons 

  
Sketches/Pictures 
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Appendix C - Function Survey 
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Appendix D – Top ranked functions 
 
Top ranked functions according to weighted value 
 

 

Functions Weighted 
value 

Blinkers 4,0 
Helljus 3,3 
Halvljus 3,3 
Vindrutetorkare fram (frekvens) 3,3 
Volym radio/CD +/- 3,3 
Spolarvätska framruta 3,2 
Tuta 3,1 
Telefon svara/ringa 3,1 
Växling automat (P, N, R, D, +/-) 3,0 
Öppna/stänga Dörrar centrallås 2,9 
Mute radio/CD 2,9 
Radiokanaler/spår          |<<    >>| 2,9 
Defrost fram 2,8 
Fläktstyrka 2,8 
Vindrutetorkare bak 2,8 
Telefon lägga på 2,8 
Spolarvätska bakruta 2,8 
Temperatur +/- 2,8 
Ta emot SMS 2,7 
Navigation vägledning (display och röst) 2,7 
Röststyrning telefoni 2,7 
Sök radiofrekvens/spola   <<   >> 2,7 
Farthållare 2,7 
Snabbnummer (kontakter) 2,7 
Defrost bak 2,7  

Category Weight factor 

Reaction 0,42 
Usage 0,33 
Distraction 0,23 
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Appendix E – Expert evaluation 1 
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Appendix F – Results Expert Evaluation 1 

Fråga Viktfaktor 
Audio 
Touch 

Cruise 
spak 

Audio 
Paddel 

Cruise 
paddel 

Växel 
paddel 4-way Tumhjul 

         
Magkänsla 1 7,9 6,8 7,2 7,6 6,5 7,0 7,8 

Placering 1 7,9 6,5 7,1 7,2 7,1 7,9 7,8 

Reglage gruppering 1 8,5 8,2 8,2 7,5 7,5 7,7 8,0 

Användning 1 7,4 7,3 8,0 7,9 7,9 7,8 8,2 

Storlek 1 8,5 7,9 7,3 7,2 7,5 8,0 8,2 
Tolkning av reglage 1 8,2 7,2 7,2 7,8 8,2 7,4 7,2 

"Mind on traffic" 1 7,8 7,8 7,8 7,8 7,7 7,4 7,8 

"Eyes on road" 1 8,0 7,5 7,9 7,8 7,8 7,3 8,2 

Nytänkande 1 7,8 8,0 8,7 8,7 9,1 7,4 8,5 
         
Summa  72,15 67,23 69,38 69,54 69,23 67,92 71,54 
Snitt  8,02 7,47 7,71 7,73 7,69 7,55 7,95 

         

Fråga Viktfaktor 
Audio 
Touch 

Cruise 
spak 

Audio 
Paddel 

Cruise 
paddel 

Växel 
paddel 4-way Tumhjul 

         
Magkänsla 3 23,8 20,5 21,5 22,8 19,6 21,0 23,3 

Placering 3 23,8 19,4 21,2 21,5 21,2 23,8 23,3 

Reglage gruppering 1 8,5 8,2 8,2 7,5 7,5 7,7 8,0 
Användning 2 14,8 14,6 16,0 15,8 15,8 15,7 16,3 

Storlek 1 8,5 7,9 7,3 7,2 7,5 8,0 8,2 

Tolkning av reglage 2 16,3 14,3 14,5 15,5 16,5 14,8 14,5 

"Mind on traffic" 3 23,5 23,5 23,5 23,3 23,1 22,2 23,3 
"Eyes on road" 3 24,0 22,6 23,8 23,5 23,3 21,9 24,5 

Nytänkande 2 15,7 16,0 17,4 17,4 18,2 14,8 16,9 
         
Summa 20 158,92 147,08 153,31 154,69 152,62 149,77 158,31 
Snitt  7,95 7,35 7,67 7,73 7,63 7,49 7,92 
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Appendix G – Expert Evaluation 2 
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Appendix H – Validation 
 
 
 New steering wheel  Regular steering wheel 
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Placement 7,1 8,0 8,2 7,7  7,8 5,4 5,3 7,9 

Grouping 7,5 8,5 7,4 8,1  6,8 6,6 6,6 7,8 

Perception 8,5 8,3 7,4 7,7  7,1 7,2 5,5 7,0 

Physical workload 7,8 8,6 8,3 7,8   7,6 6,2 6,3 8,0 

Mental workload 8,0 8,3 7,5 7,9   7,2 6,1 5,2 7,5 

Visual workload 8,5 8,3 7,8 8,0   7,5 5,3 6,5 7,6 

Results 7,9 8,3 7,8 7,9  7,3 6,1 5,9 7,6 

          
 Difference New vs. Regular    
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Placement -0,7 2,6 2,9 -0,2  1,2    
Grouping 0,7 1,9 0,8 0,3  0,9    
Perception 1,4 1,1 1,9 0,7  1,3    
Physical workload 0,2 2,4 2,0 -0,2  1,1    
Mental workload 0,8 2,2 2,3 0,4  1,4    
Visual workload 1,0 3,0 1,3 0,4  1,4    
Results 0,6 2,2 1,9 0,2      
          
 
In the table comparing the differences between the steering wheels an increased value indicates an 
enhancement with the new steering wheel compared to the regular. A decreased value indicates 
instead a change to the worse. 
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Appendix I – Evaluation of Audio and Cruise 
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Appendix J – Evaluation of Climate and Communication 
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Appendix K – Results Competitor Analysis 
 
- Saab 9.3 

- Citroen C4 

- Audi A6 

- BMW M3 

- Peugeot 1007 

- Toyota Prius 

- Scania R-line 

- Volvo S40 

- MB E320 

- Jaguar X-type 

- Konceptratt C70 



Saab 9.3 -05

Triptronic gear pad - 
Seek  >>, <<
Next (NXT)
Cell-phone
Stalk: headlights/turn signals and cruise controls (+/-, off/on/resume)

Triptronic gear pad + 
Source (SRC)
Voice control
Volume control +/-
Stalk: windshield wipers

Comments Concave controls for guidance.
 The gear pads are pushed away from the user with the thumbs.
 
Pros and cons (+) All buttons have a concave surface, easy to find for the user.
 (+) Good grip on steering wheel.
 
 (-) When using set speed (cruise) its easy to make a turn signal by mistake.
 (-) Is both NXT and Seek needed?
 (-) Bad usability with volume on right group and seek on left group, both hands will be used at the same time more often.
 (-) A lower grip on the steering wheel must be used to be able to push the gear pads.
 (-) Weak stalks.
 (-) The concave surface misleads the user to push there when the push must be on the convex part of the button.
  



Citroen C4 -05

Cruise group: on/off, wheel (lim,0,reg),”empty”,+/-
Programmed group: ”empty” (users choice)
Stalk: headlights/turn signals

Stereo group: Volume +/-, seek >>, wheel (radio channels), mute
Menu group: Menu up/down, OK, wheel (up/down), ESC.
Stalk: windshield wipers

Comments Speed and driving information on the center display, other information on stereo display.
 Tachometer on top of steering wheel column.
 Indicator display on top of the steering wheel nave.
 The groups are divided into two levels with clear boundaries.
 
Pros and cons (+) The steering wheel has good grip.
 (+) Clear boundaries between the controls in each group (wheel and two levels).
 (+) Limited speed (LIM) flashes when exceeded.
 (+) Large buttons, easy to use.
 (+) A specific type of functions for every group.

 (-) Too many controls, difficult to get a clear overview.
 (-) Wheel controls are slippery.
 (-) The tachometer and the indicator display are located to close to the driver who needs to change focus to see them.
 (-) Easy to mix up on which display information will be shown at.
 (-) Complex interface in the menu controlled by ”the menu group”.
 (-) Difficult to turn the steering wheel and use the controls at the same time because the controls doesn’t follow the wheel.



Audi A6 -05

Stereo group: Volume +/-, seek >>, wheel (radio channels), mute
Menu group: Menu up/down, OK, wheel (up/down), ESC.
Stalk: windshield wipers

Thumb wheel: radio channel and menu
Mode: channel/menu
Stalk: headlights/turn signals
Stalk: cruise

Thumb wheel: volume
Voice control/cellphone
Stalk: windshield wipers with travel computer and reset controls 

Comments The thumb wheel can also be used as buttons.
 Information is displayed between speedometer and tachometer.
 Multifunction wheel between the seats with a display on the center stack.
 
Pros and cons (+) Thumb wheel reduce the amount of buttons.
 (+) All feedback from steering the thumb wheel on the same display.
 (+) Feedback on non-activated controls.

 (-) The thumb wheel have indistinct positions, difficult to fine adjust.
 (-) The thumb wheel need to be pushed hard.
 (-) Easy to mix up cruise from lightning.
 (-) Cruise hidden behind steering wheel, difficult learning process.
 (-) Multifunction wheel has a complex interface.



BWW M3 -04 

Volume: +/-
Channel: < >
R/T
Voice control cell-phone
Stalk: headlights/turn signals and information button

Cruisecontrol: +/-
Cruise: on/off
Cruise 1/0: resume/cancel
Stalk: windshield wipers

Comments All buttons have unique shape and form.
 
Pros and cons (+) Good usability due to grouping and placement of buttons on the steering wheel.
 (+) Shape and form provide correct information and guidance. 
 (+) Easy to locate volume +/- and cruise +/- during driving.
 (+) Information button on stalk LHS, good feedback, easy to use.

 (-) R/T and Voice control, no feedback when not in use.



Peugeot 1007 -05

Cruisecontrol: +/-
Cruise: on/off
Cruise 1/0: resume/cancel
Stalk: windshield wipers

Gear pad down
Cruise: set-, on/off
Stalk: headlights/turn signals

Gear pad up
Cruise: set+, resume
Stalk: windshield wipers with stereo group on top
Stereo group: channels < >, mode 0, volume +/-, mute

Comments Stereo group divided in two levels, volume +/- and mute higher.
 Long push to activate mute.
 Mode info on center display.
 
Pros and cons (+) Large gear pads, easy to locate.
 (+) Easy to control gear pads and stalks without reposition hands.
  
 (-) Gear pads not positioned on steering wheel, hard to handle when turning.
 (-) No information or feedback that a long push was required on mute button.
 (-) Why is ”0” used as a symbol for mode?



Toyota Prius -05  

Volume +/-
Mode: radio/CD
Radio channels/CD 
AC Auto: climate control
Temp:  +/- 
Stalk: headlights/turn signal

MAP: navigations system
INFO: vehicle information
Voice control
Cell-phone on/off
Air circulation
Defrost front- rear windshield
Cruise stalk, backside of steering wheel.   
Stalk: windshield wipers

Comments Bluetooth-connection to cell-phone.
 Voice control, vehicle functions.
 Rectangular and circular control group on each side of the steering wheel.  
 Controls: concave or convex form, clear borders within the control group.

Pros and cons (+) Grouping of controls. 
 (+) Driver display, good distance from driver, easy to read without change of focus.   
 (+) Easy to separate cruise stalk from RHS stalk, due to its placement. 
 
 (-) Feedback from controls on different displays, confusing.



Scania R-line -05

MAP: navigations system
INFO: vehicle information
Voice control
Cell-phone on/off
Air circulation
Defrost front- rear windshield
Cruise stalk, backside of steering wheel.   
Stalk: windshield wipers

Comments Bluetooth-connection to cell-phone.
 Voice control, vehicle functions.
 Rectangular and circular control group on each side of the steering wheel.  
 Controls: concave or convex form, clear borders within the control group.

Pros and cons (+) Grouping of controls. 
 (+) Driver display, good distance from driver, easy to read without change of focus.   
 (+) Easy to separate cruise stalk from RHS stalk, due to its placement. 
 
 (-) Feedback from controls on different displays, confusing.

SRC: radio/CD
Seek: channels/tracks 
Stalk: headlight, windshield wipers.

Volume +/-
Mute
Stalk: Retarder (manual)

Comments All information from controls on instrument panel display.
 Concave shape on 4-way controls (cruise and info) to feel center point.
 Interactor, multi-function display on the centerstack is an extra-option.
 
Pros and cons (+) Large buttons.
 (+) Easy to use the 4-way controls. 
 (+) Barrier between retarder and info in the center group.
 
 (-) No cell-phone support without the Interactor.

Cruise (reset, +/-, off)
Retarder (off, set)
Info (up, down, left, right)



Volvo S40 -05

Cruise: on/off
Speed: +/-
Loop, reset
Stalk: headlights/turn signal and read button

Phone: on/off (optional)
Radio channels/CD
Volume: +/-
Navigation controls: enter, back, 4-way control (backside of steering wheel) 
Stalk: windshield wipers

Comments Concave and convex shape of ENTER and BACK button in navigation group.
 Border around cruise and radio group for guidance.
 
Pros and cons (+) Large buttons.
 (+) Good placement of cruise and radio groups.
 (+) Symbols, easy to understand.
 
 (-) Bad placement of navigation group, hard to reach.
 (-) Difficult to feel the edge between ENTER and BACK, leads to mistakes.
 (-) Bad feedback on ENTER button.
 (-) Smooth surface on buttons, difficult to separate them.



MB E320 -05

Phone: on/off (optional)
Radio channels/CD
Volume: +/-
Navigation controls: enter, back, 4-way control (backside of steering wheel) 
Stalk: windshield wipers

Menu: up/down
Menu: forward/backward
Stalk: cruise (0, +/-, limit)
Stalk: headlights/turn signals and wipers

Volume: +/-
Phone: on/off

Comments One surface for each group, concave or convex areas to locate controls.
 Well designed stalks, guidance to push, pull or turn.
 One integrated LHS stalk for headlights/turn signal and windshield wipers.
 
Pros and cons (+) Good placement of control groups and stalk (headlight/wipers).
 (+) Easy to locate a control due to the form of the controls.
 (+) Light signal on cruise stalk indicates LIM on/off.

 (-) Need to leave hand from steering wheel when using the cruise control.
 (-) Radio: subfunction in menu.
 (-) Radio: manual seek instead of memorized channels.
 (-) Is really two scroll buttons for the menu interface needed?



Jaguar X-type -05

Thumb wheel: radio channels 
Thumb wheel: volume +/-
Voice control: cell-phone
Radio mode (fm, am,    lw)
Stalk: headlights/turn signals

Thumb wheel: cruise on, speed +/-
Resume 
Cancel
Stalk: windshield wipers

Comments The thumb wheel are designed to snap back to its origin.  
 
Pros and cons (+) Premium quality.
 (+) Snap back on thumb wheel, easy to use.
 (+) Wheel control is equipped with a rubber surface that provides good friction.
 (+) Cruise controls easy to use and understand.
 
 (-) The barrier between the buttons is too high and prevents the user to use button in a pleasant way.



Cruise on/off 
Speed +/- 
Temperatur +/- 
Defrost front/rear
Next/Seek  
Audio source
 

Cruise paus 
ACC +/-
Meny up/down 
Voice control 
Enter/Phone 
Exit/Phone
Volym +/- 
Mute

Comments Easy to use all controls from safe hand positions.
 Groups placed in different layers.
 Easy to separate groups from each others.
 Logical placement of functions within groups.
 Functions with less mental demands are placed lower.
 Many fingers active.
 Feedback in different channels.
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